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1.   Definitions: 
Macrophotography - Technically photos where subject is from life size to about 10x life size on the sensor 
Microphotography - Usually uses microscope lenses; subject greater than 10x life size on film. 
 However, Nikon call their macro lenses Micro Nikkors! 
Close Up  – Some define this as subjects at from about 0.5m. to about 20cms from film plane. Almost all of 

the hints below apply to close-up work 
 Remember, it's usually the final reproduction ratio on the print / screen that is important to you. A sharp smaller print is 

always preferable to a large soft one! 
 
2.   Equipment you can use: 
* Compact Camera with macro setting But be aware that when subject is very close to camera getting effective 

lighting can be difficult 
* Prime lenses & Macro Zooms You can achieve surprising quality if you use them with care. Remember with 

zooms that you'll usually be able to work more easily with them set towards their longer focal 
length. 

* Close Up lenses  - For: relatively cheap (depending on brand), no exposure increase needed, easy to carry. Against: 
Can magnify lens problems esp. if you use several at once, max. image size is limited. Hints: 
Mount lowest number c/u lens closest to camera lens. On a medium telephoto lens they can give 
close-ups at a comfortable working distance. 

* Reversing rings - For: relatively cheap, light, strong, give an image close to 1:1. Against: Not very flexible, no coupling 
to camera's electronics, or auto features.  

* Extension tubes  - They're easy to carry but can be expensive if they have auto-focus features, etc.  They don't affect 
quality of the camera lens. Exposure must be increased. With a medium telephoto and one 
extension ring you can work conveniently at a comfortable distance. 

* Bellows - Very flexible, can achieve high magnifications and good quality, but expensive and need 
exposure increase. Usually they have no electronic coupling to camera so focusing / exposure 
control is manual. A good enlarging lens mounted on a bellows can achieve really high quality 
macro images. 

* Macro converters - Poor photographer's macro lens. Quite easy to use especially if coupled to a larger aperture 50mm 
lens. They can magnify any problems with the camera lens.  

*Prime Macro lenses - The ultimate if you can afford them! 90 - 105 mm macro lenses are the most versatile, depending 
on sensor size. They also make an excellent portrait lens. Some manufacturers now offer shorter 
focal length macro lenses designed for DX cameras. However, they can result in working 
distances which are too close for ease of lighting, etc. 

 
3.   Technical Aspects - Some Hints: 
* Exposure  TTL metering solves a lot of the problems. Think carefully about the important parts of subject 

and whether matrix, centre-weighted or spot metering is the best method to use.  
* Depth of field Medium apertures (f5.6 - f11) will give best sharpness as compared to depth of field. Experiment 

with larger apertures and take a series focusing on different planes of subject. Check with stop-
down button. Try to keep camera film plane parallel to main segment of subject.   

* Subject movement  Angular movement of subject is greater than at longer distances. (Shield subject from wind.) 
*Subject distance Choose longer focal length lens for comfortable working distance and to prevent your equipment 

from shadowing subject.  
* Out-of-focus background Make sure it is evenly lit. Avoid having background items catching the light. 
* Focusing difficulties  Use a  focusing light (eg slide projector, torch, etc) For fine focusing moving camera is often 

easier than using focusing ring. Use Live View especially if your camera allows you to set the 
focus point. 

* Camera shake Use tripod, bean bag, or stand, cable release, mirror lock, delayed action,  perhaps a faster ISO 
setting, etc. When working in a controlled situation use your computer to control your camera if 
that’s possible. 

4.  ISO Setting Remember sharpness is more important than the size of the print.  
5.  Lighting Methods 
* Daylight  Use diffusers, reflectors, black card, reflector or black card around lens to help you achieve the 

effect you want. 
* Flash  Always use an external flash preferably off camera with a TTL cord. When very close flash is no 

longer a point source. It pays to reflect or diffuse flash. TTL flash metering overcomes many 
exposure difficulties, but bracketing is often needed.. 

* Ring flash or twin flashes on lens mount  Good for evenly lit shadowless lighting. Diffusing one side can give a 
little more modelling. Consider using ring flash at a weaker setting as a fill flash. 

* Artificial Light There are many types of lighting you can use from LED torches (paint with light during a long 
exposure) to sophisticated cold light set-ups. 

* Light tent  Very useful for obtaining even lighting. 



 
6. Hints for Making your Working Method Easier 
(Most of these relate to flowers, leaves, other small objects) 
*  Control the subject Think of ways of holding subject still (Hang subject upside down, support it by lens back cap, film 

canister, small jar, etc) 
* Small spirit level  Useful for checking film plane against subject plane - esp. if copying. 
* Focusing Prefer sharpness over image size. When aiming for max. magnification - focus at max. 

magnification, back off a little and refocus. This gives you better control over fine focus. 
                   Move camera rather than focusing ring. A focusing stage is a very helpful accessory. 

         Use Live View – enables you to magnify image to check focusing carefully, and also to select the 
point you want to focus on. If your camera allows it, controlling the camera from the computer 
with a camera control program is very helpful. You can view and check the subject on the screen 
and also avoid any camera shake by triggering the shutter from the computer. 

       Use a strong focusing light - slide projector? 
        Bracket shots - slightly different focus points. 
 To get adequate depth-of-field with tiny subjects try using a focus stacking program. 

* Avoiding camera shake Control camera from computer. 
  Use a remote release – if you can’t use delayed action and/or mirror lock-up. 
  Let camera and subject settle down after you’ve touched or moved them before you fire 

the shutter. 
 
7.   Some of Hugh's personal methods: 
        *   Mount camera on a vertical stand 
        *   Use backlighting - make a suitable light box, perhaps with subject on sheet of glass raised 

above it. 
        *   Use some secondary lighting from camera position - reflector card or small ring flash. 
  *   Use a Light Tent - good for reflective subjects and for shadowless lighting. 
        *   If you have a flatbed scanner try using it as a macro camera. 
 
8. You will often be dealing with a series of factors which have effects on each other: 
     Examples: * Depth-of-field vs resolution Smallest apertures have good depth-of-field but introduce 

diffraction problems. 
 * Image size vs  depth-of-field 
 * Counter-acting subject movement vs depth-of-field 
9.  Extra Notes: 
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Good luck with getting up close and personal !     


